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Abstract: In present days the Internet of Things (IoT) is fast-growing technology for the use of various internet services to connect with any component at anytime. This is used as a medium between the components that are self-organize; recognize themselves using (RFID) Radio frequency identification, Zig Bee and WSN etc. for efficient communication. IoT consists of the most unique features. IoT faces many complicated issues based on power, security, and connectivity. It is very important to adopt the IoT into various large networks which secure the personal data from the real threats. In this paper, analysis the DoS and DDoS attack of application and network layer of IoT. Moreover, this paper also analyze the performance with various metrics delay, number of packets lost, routing metrics that can improve the performance of the IoT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IoT is a fast-growing field nowadays for secure in various fields. This acts as a medium for various domains. Today, this communication progressed to connect numerous smart devices to the Internet, characterized as Internet of Things (IoT), which is a most popular and trending technology that incorporate M2M (Machine to Machine) communication. This M2M communication device includes embedded sensors, RFID, Wi-Fi, data networks, actuators, LTE, WLAN etc. This merging capability of many kinds of devices in any network made IoT most useful for many applications. These devices process itself and exchange the data without the inclusion of human beings that empowered the physical world into a computerized network for greater accuracy and efficiency. Moreover, IoT provides more attractive characteristics such as correspondence, union, unification, Green living. After all these improvements IoT still raises several problems and challenges which need to be considered. Previously there are much research is done on security issues of IoT. IoT security plays a major role in connecting the various devices and maintains the component securely. The other issues addressed is to decrypt the data which can be a store, tracking and analyzing the large amounts of data that will be generated. There will even be vital security challenges from the increasing quantity of information with the myriad of devices increasing security complexity. This, in turn, can have a control on obtainable needs, that are expected to extend, golf shot period of time business processes in danger.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

This chapter explains the literature survey which is related to Attacks present in various layers of IoT for qualitative analyses proposed by various researchers. The author [4] explains the Secure Data Exchange Protocol (SDEP) which is used to make every sequence encoding rule and Hash rule and helps in maintaining user privacy and preventing the issues. RFID is the most advanced automatic technology which finds the objects by the RF signal and accesses the connected information. It contains 3 components like RFID tags, RFID readers and also the back server. This paper surveys on SDEP, which is supported by sequence encoding rule and Hash rule and additionally depends on the feedback register and it shows this protocol has each robust security and high sensible price. All the wireless network square measure organized within the inauspicious space and square measure usually left-out and additionally a number of their routing protocols don't take into account security phase attributable to the resource constraints that have low communication vary, low process power, low power provide and low memory.

Richard Brooks in [6] gives us insight into sinkhole attack mechanism and reviewed 3 mechanisms used to suppress the Sleep Deprivation Attack namely, the random robin scheme, the round vote scheme, and the hash-based scheme. Among them, he named the hash-based scheme as a better countermeasure against the Sleep Deprivation Attack. “Towards an analysis of security issues, challenges and open problem in the internet of things” which mainly focused on open challenges and security issues of IoT. Everyone known that IOT is most popular and very fast growing technologies in the present world. IOT is spreading its technologies to all branches such as hospitality, construction, software development. But the security became a very major issue in that. In this paper several security problems and their solutions has been discussed. In addition to that interoperability of the objects and complete architecture of the IOT. WentaoShang [7] UCLA has surveyed on “Challenges in IOT networking via TCP/IP Architecture”. Networking and IOT are most trendy technologies in present days. IOT is widely spreading all over the world. In this paper, TCP/IP protocol stack is proposed for the IOT. IETF has done research to find out that protocol stack which mainly suite for IOT. The aim of this paper is to solve the problems which are generated by the usage of this TCP/IP protocol stack and how to resolve those problems. In addition to it is also surveyed on the design functionalities of the transport layer protocols like CoAP, AMQP.
Network Attacks of IoT

This section initially presents the architecture of IoT that consist of three-layered architectures- application layer, network layer and perception layer.

The application layer is distributed as application layer and middleware layer, where application layer contains the various applications - smart grid, smart home, smart retail etc. while middleware layer provides management services like authentication, information development etc. The applications are connected to middle ware technology services. Middleware technology provides management services like authentication, service management, information management, technical management; Intelligent computer technology-SOA, Platform Enhanced Technology. Authentication means the system will check the incoming data and transmits it to the required user. These management services are carried using various protocols like CoAP, XMPP, AMQPetc..Over internet, this is connected to the network layer. Final layer is the context-aware that consists of various hardware technologies such as sensors, actuators, RFID devices. This device transmits the data through gateway interface for providing the external services for commercial and industrial oriented applications.

Network Layer Attack of IoT

Cognitive Routing Protocol for Low- Power and Loss Networks (CORPL)-The extension of RPL is CORPL named as Cognitive RPL that is designed for cognitive networks and uses (Destination-oriented directed acyclic graph) DODAG topology with two new changes to RPL. This utilizes the opportunistic forwarding while forwarding all the packets with multiple forwarders and chooses the best next hop to forward the packets. Channel-Aware Routing Protocol (CARP)-CARP refers to Channel-Aware Routing Protocol. It is a distributed routing protocol that is designed for underwater communications and can be used because of its lightweight packets. It also studies the link quality, which is computed depending upon old data transmissions (successful) that are collected from neighboring sensors, to select the forwarding nodes.6LoWPAN-6 Low WPAN refers to IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network. It comprises low power devices that are adapted to IEEE 802.15.4 and offers header compression to decrease transmission overhead.

Attack of IoT Network Layer

This subsection discusses the various attacks against routing protocols of network layer of IoT before to discuss the DoS attack, which is one of the severe attack that degrade the performance of a network by disconnecting the host.

Sybil Attack: The Sybil attack occurs, when a single adversary is controlling multiple nodes on a network, which is not known to the network that the nodes are controlled by the adversarial node. In this attack, a single faulty entity presents multiple identities that control the significant part of the system.

Sinkhole Attack: Sinkhole attack is a type of attack where compromised node tries to attract network traffic by advertising its fake routing update. Because of this, the entire data flows through that particular node resulting in the loss of packets in that particular path. This leads to data discordance and interception. In this, attacker makes the system believe that all the data is received to the receiver.

Denial of service (DoS) Attack: DoS is one of the severe attacks that degrade the performance of a network by disconnecting the host, bandwidth depletion and resource depletion. This attack is not only used to gain unauthorized access but also to control the system unknowingly. Attackers are of many types such as; they can attack the network with the help of authentication by entering wrong passwords. If the security is high, the account or network locked and can block the attackers and prevent the various attacks within the network. This attack is very complicated and difficult to prevent because it is important to analyze the whole network.

Sleep Deprivation Attack: In wireless sensor networks, the sensor nodes are maintained with batteries of less life time. In order to sustain that, the nodes will follow sleep routines to prolong their lifetime. The Sleep Deprivation Attack will exploit this weakness and keeps all the nodes awake that leads to high consumption of battery. Due to high consumption, the lifetime of the battery will be decreased drastically; as a result nodes will get shut down. In addition, the sleep deprivation attack increases the power consumption of sensor networks.

Malicious code injection: In today’s world code injection attack is a very big problem. Malicious codes are pieces of code that can affect the secrecy, the data and functionality, and control flow of a system. Code injection attacks are to take advantage of software loopholes and to insert fake code into target program. These injected fake codes are normally called malware. In this hacker compromises one node to inject malicious code in system which also can cause result in the network failure or in worst situation, the hacker can also get complete control on the network.

III. METHODOLOGIES OF DOS AND DDOS ATTACK:

Cyber-attacks became a reality of life, with information breaches of high-profile businesses and organizations creating headline news much on a day to day. One among the foremost common cyber threats is DoS that may be a denial of service, as per its name it makes websites and remaining on-line resources unavailable for proposed users. DoS attacks are of the many sorts some with directly aiming server design and a few others create use of vulnerabilities in communication and application protocols. In contrast to different cyber-attacks, denial of service attack tries to create our servers and websites unavailable for legitimate users. In a number of the case, anyhow, denial of service is additionally used as a smokescreen for a few different malicious works, and for taking down security appliances, for instance, net application firewalls.
If a DoS attack is victorious, it will be an extremely obvious event that impacts the complete on-line user base. Attributable to this, it has become a weapon of option to cyber vandals, extortionists, and hacktivists and for anyone trying to create a degree of a cause. Denial of service attacks pre lasts for weeks, even months at a time that makes them severely damaging to any on-line organization. They result in loose customer trust, loss of revenues, and might force businesses to pay fortunes in compensations and additionally leads businesses to suffer long-term damage of reputation.

**Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Algorithm**

DDoS is a kind of DoS attack wherever multiple intermediate systems that concerned are often affected with a Trojan, are used for targeting one system inflicting a DoS attack. All systems maliciously used, systems that are controlled be assailant in distributed attack and additionally finish targeted systems are the victims of a DDoS attack. In DoS attacks, the hacker makes servers and networks flood with traffic for overwhelming victim resources and for creating it not possible or troublesome for legitimate users to use them. Flooding attacks are tougher to live through, whereas associate server will usually be controlled with success by merely rebooting the system.

In this DDoS attack, the network traffic comes from many various attacking sources- from variety of thousands or additional. As a result of this, blocking single IP address makes it not possible to prevent the attack and additionally it's troublesome to differentiate legitimate traffic and malicious traffic once it's distributed over several points of origin. In typical DDoS attack, the assailant starts through exploiting a vulnerability in one system and by creating it the DDoS master. The master attacking system acknowledges different vulnerable systems and gains management on them either by infecting different systems through bypassing the authentication controls that's by estimating default parole on a wide used device or with malware. A system or a networked device underneath the management of an attacker is understood as a bot or a zombie. The individual that controls a larva net is usually referred as bot master. Botnets will comprise any range of bots; in botnets, there's no higher limit to their size as a result of, in present days.

DoS are also characterized by the method that the attack uses.

- Application layer attacks create faux traffic flow to net application servers, particularly DNS (domain name server) or hypertext transfer protocol servers. In another way, DoS attacks depend upon flooding of the application servers with the network information, others rely upon misusing weaknesses either in the application protocol or in victim’s application server.
- Buffer overflow attack may be an enclosure description most typically applied to Denial of Service attacks that sends additional flow to the network resource that is ever predictable by the developers.
- The ping-of-death attack misuses the ping protocol by creating request messages with outsized payloads, inflicting targeted systems to become weak, stop responding to legitimate requests.
- SYN flooding attack abuses (TCP) Transmission control protocol's
- Acknowledgement protocol so that a shopper creates a TCP reference to a server.

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

The results are analyzed and performance of Denial of Service (DoS) using Contiki Operating System in Cooja Simulation. Specifically, the attack analysis is performed on data messages that can reduce resources in the application and Network layer, while leaving the target’s services unavailable. Contiki is an (OS) operating system is designed to focus on low-power wireless IoT devices and memory constrained devices which are software of open-source released with a BSD license. Applications of Contiki are sound monitoring for smart cities, systems for street lighting, alarms and radiation monitoring. Contiki was developed by Adam Dunkels, developers of Texas Instruments, Atmel, Cisco, Redwire, RWTH Aachen University, Oxford University, SAP, Zoleritia, and many others.

**Delay vs Time Graph**

![Figure-1: Delay vs Time without Attack](image_url)
The following figure-1 shows the delay statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes without the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. It is observed that from the figure the average delay of 1.7s in the network application without the attack throughout the timeline.

![Figure 1: Delay vs time with DoS Attack](image)

The following figure-2 shows the delay statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes without the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. It is observed that from the figure the average delay of 3s in the network with the presence of DoS and DDoS attack for the time of one hour.

![Figure 2: Delay vs time with DoS Attack](image)

The following figure-3 shows the delay statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes without the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. It is observed that from the figure, there is absolutely no packet loss in the network without the attack throughout the timeline.

![Figure 3: Estimated Lost Packets vs Time without DoS and DDoS Attack](image)

The following figure-4 shows the delay statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes without the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. It is observed that from the figure, the average delay is 6.71 in the network with the presence of DoS and DDoS attack for the time of one hour.

![Figure 4: Estimated Lost Packets vs Time with DoS and DDoS Attack](image)
The following figure-4 shows the delay statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes without the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. It is observed that from the figure that there are approximately 671 packets lost in the network with the attack for the time of one hour.

The following figure-4 shows the Routing path statistics obtained from our simulations for 25, 50, 75, 100 motes. It is observed that from the figure that the number of decisions made by each node in the network in order to achieve best routing path to its destination.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the analysis is done on applications of DoS and DDoS attacks and also the network layer in IoT. In a real-time environment, the DoS is most challenging attack. If we try to analyze the attack and prevent it we can prevent the servers from crashes when they were overloaded with many users, bots etc. Moreover, this paper also analyze the performance with various metrics delay, number of packets lost, routing metrics that can degrade the performance of the IoT.
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